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I. Introduction 

  
!   Human Trafficking for labour explotation exists in 

Spain.  

!   In 2010, Spain passed a law which defines a new crime 
(art. 177 bis Criminal Code), following international 
standards (Palermo Protocol and Warsaw Convention).  

!   Since then, much has been done, especially in fighting 
against Human Trafficking for sexual explotation. 



  
However. labour trafficking 

remains invisible due to: 
 

 

!   -absence of reliable data. 

!   -lack of awareness of its existence and real dimensión. 

!   - lack of specific training for law enforcers. 

!   - erratic criminal policy. 

!   -lack of investigation when a potential victim is 
identified.  



Therefore 

!   Few cases are detected. 

!   Few victims are identified. 

!   Few perpetrators are actually prosecuted. 

!   There is no conviction in Spain. 

 



  
II. Some issues about legal 

framework: 
 

!   Spanish Crimimal law doesn´t make it a crime 
trafficking for labour exploitation. Only trafficking 
with the purpose of forced labour or slavery or 
practices similar to slavery or servitude (international 
minumum) and trafficking for begging is defined as a 
crime. That makes a difference with trafficking for 
sexual exploitation. 

!   Forced labour or slavery are not defined as a crime. 

!   Labour exploitation itself is a crime against workers 
rights (Arts. 311 to 318 Criminal Code).  

!   No regulation of trafficking and exploitation as a 
whole. 

 



III. What happens in reality? 
 

!   Sample of cases followed by Spain´s special 
antitrafficking Prosecutor Office: 

!   Sectors: agriculture, domestic service, construction, 
tourism sectors, street trading, begging. 

!   Recruitment: false promise of a good job. 

!   Debt bondage most cases. 

!   Origin of investigation: victim´s report. 

!   Many victims and traffickers are Romanian people. 

 



a) Agriculture 

Most cases; particularly in South and East. 

From 49 victims identified in 2013, 38 (33 men and 5 
women) were exploited in agriculture sector. 

 



 
Case example  1:  

 
!   Valencia (2012):   

!   A well-organized Romanian group recruited Romanian 
and Bulgarian victims through job advertesiment in 
local papers.  

!   They offered a good job in Spain. 

!   Victims came from poor interior regions, had a very 
low cultural level and were especially vulnerable. 

 



!   Once they agreed, the workers were transported to 
Spain by road, and were housed in degrading 
conditions.  

!   They were told they had a debt with the organization 
and were forced to work in the country, all day long, 
without a fair wage.  

!   Every day they were transported from the house to the 
country and remained in a guarded company both at 
work and in the house. 

 



 

!   15 defendants and 45 victims were identified.  

!   Victims voluntarily reported to police. 

!   In spite of all these elements which can point to a 
forced labour situation, the defendants were not 
charged with trafficking, only with crimes against 
workers´ rights (related to working condictions, art. 
312 Criminal Code).  

!   The case will likely be closed because of lack of 
evidence (it was not posible to find the workers two 
years later when a Judge decided to hear them). 

  

 



 
Case example 2:. 

 
 

!   Aragón, Ejea de los Caballeros (2013):   

!   An organized group of Pakistani people recruited 
Pakistani workers who were living in Spain and sent 
them to diferent places in Spain, in order to work in 
fruits or vegetables-picking.  

 

!   They offered victims legal contracts but victims were 
not allowed to work directly for the farmers.  

 



!   A member of the organization  acted as a go-between 
and kept the wages, charging them exorbitant costs for 
transport to and from the work location; for 
overcrowded and unsafe accommodation (more than 
20 people in a dirty house without water supply) and 
for food.  

!   These costs were deducted from wages, without workers 
consent. As a result, workers didn´t get any wage. If 
they refused to work in such condictions, they had no 
chance to get a job. Working hours were excessively 
long (19 h.) and workers were  often threatened if they 
complained. 

 



!   A victim voluntarily reported to the police, who started 
investigating. 

!   Police officers informed all of them about their rights 
as victims of Human Trafficking because they observed 
following indicators: exploitation (ilegal work 
conditions, no contract, victims don´t know the 
amount of wages); act of trafficking (unclear contract; 
transport and housing by the organization); means 
(withholding of wages; fraud, abuse of vulnerability 
because af multiple dependence: job, housing, food).  

!   Police collected much data, evidence and testimonies. 
Three people were arrested. The case is still under 
investigation. 

 



B) Domestic service:  



 
Case example 3:  

 
!   Cadiz (2012).  

!   Having paid 6.000 euros, a Morrocan woman tried to 
enter Spain to get married to a Spaniard. Actually, it 
was a false marriage and she agreed to work as a 
domestic servant for 800/900 euros a month.  

!   For four months she was locked in the house where she 
had to work as a domestic servant for no wages. She 
was verbally, physically and sexually abused. Finally, she 
managed to escape and report to police. 



 

!   She got an exceptional temporary residence and work 
permit (90 days). 

!   The case is still under investigation. Wiretapping was 
ordered.  

!   It is suspected that it´s not a single case, but a criminal 
organization, which brings Moroccan women forced to 
work as domestic servant or forced to prostitution in 
clubs run by women who were victims in the past. 

 



c) Construction:  



 
Case example 4. 

 

 

!   Again a Romanian family, who recruited their victims 
in Romania, offering them a good job in Spain in the 
construction sector.  

!   Once in Spain, work and housing conditions were 
different than expected.  

!   Their passports and identity documents were retained 
by traffickers who maintained constant control of 
freedom and movements, both at home and at work.  



!   Workers were forced to live in overcrowded and 
unsanitary conditions (they had to sleep on the floor, 
without hot water); had inadeqate access to food and 
drink (they usually got food from the rubbish bin). 

!   They worked in an unsafe environment, working hours 
were excessively long (15 hours a day) and without rest.  

!   Workers were not paid or only paid very poorly.  

 



!   Prosecutor affirmed a coercion, abuse of power and 
abuse of a position of vulnerability.  

!   Defendants have been charged with trafficking for 
labour exploitation (art. 177 bis) and other crimes, 
including art. 312 (crime against wokers´rights). 

!   However, it will be difficult to get a conviction because 
victims and defendants are back in Romania. 

 



 
d) Begging:  
 
!   Many cases. All of them very similar:  

!   Romanian defendants and Romanian victims.  

!   Victims are recruited in Romania, having been offered 
a good job in Spain.  

!   Traffickers pay for the trip and once in Spain victims 
are forced into street begging in order to pay the debt. 
Money collected by victims must be handed to 
traffickers. Victims are kept under constant 
surveillance, are verbally and physically abused, are 
deprived of food and threatened. 

!   First conviction from June 28th 2013 and several 
prosecutions which probably will result in convictions 
(trafficking for forced begging. 

 



Sentence of Court of Appeals 
Cadiz, June 28th 2013 

!   Defendants: Two Romanian persons, a male and a 
female, married. 

!   Victim: A male and a female, also Romanian and 
married.  

!   Convicted criminal sentence: Yes. 7 years (trafficking 
for forced begging). 

 



!   Proven facts:  

!   In December 2011, the male defendant contacted 
victims in Romania by phone, offering them a job in 
Spain at street trading.  

!   They moved to Spain, travelling for three days by bus. 
Once they arrived, they were forced to street begging 
every day from 9:00 to 15:00 and from, 16:00 to 21:00. 

!   They were brought to different places by the 
defendants, separated and kept under constant 
surveillance. Money collected by victims must be 
handed to defendants. Victims were given clothes from 
a rubbish bin. Defendants provided victims only one 
meal per day and were found severely undernourished 
when police released them. At the beginning they lived 
at home but then were forced to live outside, because 
they didn´t collect enough money. They were 
threatened and hit, deprived of their passports, and not 
allowed to talk to their neighbours. The woman was 
even forced to perform a fellatio on the defendant. 

 



IV.What we can learn from these 
cases? 

!   Many of these cases have the three elements required 
for trafficking in persons for labour exploitation: 

 

!   1. Act of trafficking: recruitment or transportation or 
harbouring or receipt of persons. 

!   2. Means: theat, use or force or coercion, fraud, or 
deception, or abuse of power or abuse of vulnerability. 

!   3. Purpose of the trafficking: forced labour (debt 
bondage) 

 



!   However in most of them there is no prosecution for 
trafficking, just for crimes against workers´ rights.  
Even if defendants are charged with trafficking, 
convictions are extremely unlikely. 

!   Only in trafficking for begging are there convictions. 

!   But these cases are not just a simple breach of labour or 
administrative regulation. They are not just a severe 
labour exploitation. These are not just crimes related to 
working conditions.  

!   Key issue: Border between trafficking and labour 
exploitation is valid consent, and the lack of consent 
needs to be proved. 

 

 



Why does it happen? 



 
 !   -Lack of evidence: only victims´ testimony, which may 

change if victims happen to declare in trial (in most 
cases they don´t).  

!   -Lack of investigation: why not wiretapping, shadow 
likely suspects...? 

!   -Role of  Labour Inspectors and lack of coordination 
with the police. Labour Inspectors are not police 
officers. 

!   -No NGO´s. No real concern to Trade Unions. 

!   -Prosecutors don´t charge with trafficking unless they 
are pretty sure that they can get convictions. 

!   -Prosecutors and judges used to consider these cases as 
crimes against workers´rights or migrant smuggling. 
Lack of awareness about the new crime. Specific 
training is needed. 
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